BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND!

Artists Space Presents:

PUTT-MODERNISM

The artist Created 18-Hole Miniature Golf Course

WHERE: Artists Space TBA

WHEN: October 23 – February 27, 1994

Artists Space will again become a putter's paradise on October 23 with the re-opening of PUTT-MODERNISM, a special installation of eighteen holes of miniature golf, each created by a prominent contemporary artist, and completely refurbished since last summer. This functional indoor course, at Artists Space through February 27th, can be viewed as an art exhibition or, for a more high tech interactive approach, can be played for a $5 fee. The exhibition was originally sponsored by Philip Morris Companies Inc.

The return of PUTT-MODERNISM, by popular demand, is for all those who missed the exhibition and/or were one of the 30,000 people who enjoyed it so much last summer. Artists created holes include works by:

Gregory Amenoff * Dina Bursztyn * Mel Chin
Chris Clarke * John Diebboll * Elizabeth Enders
Michael Graves * Barry Holden * Elizabeth Murray
Pat Oleszko/Ward Shelley * Alison Saar * Cindy Sherman
Sandy Skoglund * Joan Snyder * John Torreano
Fred Wilson * Nina Yankowitz * and...

This year we introduce a new hole by:
Stephen Ford, Matt Hausmann, and Antonio Petracca!

Many of the designs reflect elements of the artists' more serious work, and several deal with such issues as women's rights, ecology, AIDS and racism. But equally important to the golf aficionado, all are playful and complicated. Many incorporate moving parts and hazards, and several holes are fiendishly difficult. Even the golf balls are art related, sporting "truisms" by the artist Jenny Holzer.

This year we plan to organize tournaments and other festivities in celebration of PUTT-MODERNISM and Artists Space's 20th Anniversary.